Kubernetes Community Days

- KCD is a series of events organized in different parts of the world by the Cloud Native affiliated communities.
- This is the first KCD event to be held in South-Eastern Europe.
- All engineers, architects and enthusiasts are welcome.

Romania 2024

- 250 attendees
- 1 Full Day
- 2 Tracks (main + side)
What's it all about?

- KCD Romania will bring together the local cloud community for a technical conference loaded with talks and opportunities to learn and network.
- We’ll focus on creating lasting value from the community and for the community, increase diversity and inclusion by adopting a strict code of conduct to eliminate any discrimination and provide a harassment-free environment.
- Talks that are technically competent, relevant to the larger community and coming from end-user will have higher priority compared to vendors, to ensure the best possible quality of sessions and an interesting event for the majority of attendees.
- The value of being part of a community is undeniable and a major part in the strategic marketing of many small and big players in the cloud native space – and it is the right thing to do.

Sponsors have the chance to:

- Position their product and business as a serious player in the cloud native space;
- Connect with the local community and other major companies active in the industry;
- Contribute and share their journey with the Romania Kubernetes and Cloud Native community (expected 250+ attendees).
Sponsorship packages

Diamond

10,000 €

- Logo displayed on all promotional materials as a Diamond partner, next to the event logo;
- 10 passes to the conference and 50% discount for additional tickets used by employees;
- One post on all the event’s social media channels;
- Dedicated section in the newsletters sent before and after the event;
- Special booth in the networking area;
- Video spot (up to 30s) played on the displays inside the event hall;
- One roll-up inside the main hall;
- QR code present on the job postings wall;
- Logo on lanyards/bracelets and other merchandise (e.g. photos printed at the photo corner);
- Exclusivity – there will only be one Diamond partner.
Gold
5.000 €*

- Logo displayed on all promotional materials as a Gold partner, next to the event logo;
- 5 passes to the conference and 25% discount for additional tickets used by employees;
- One post on all the event’s social media channels;
- Logo included in the newsletters sent before and after the event;
- Large booth in the networking area;
- Video spot (up to 30s) played on the displays inside the event hall;
- One roll-up inside the main hall;
- QR code present on the job postings wall;
- Company shoutout during the keynote.

Silver
3.000 €

- Logo displayed on all promotional materials as a Silver partner;
- 2 passes to the conference and 25% discount for additional tickets used by employees;
- One post on all the event’s social media channels;
- Logo included in the newsletters sent before and after the event;
- Small booth in the networking area;
- QR code present on the job postings wall.
Bronze
1.000 €

- Logo displayed on all promotional materials as a Bronze partner, next to the event logo;
- Logo included in the newsletters sent before and after the event;
- QR code present on the job postings wall.

Extras

- Sponsor keynote (side track) – 1000 €;
- One additional post on social media – 200 €;
- One additional roll-up in the hall – 100 €;
- Dedicated section in the newsletters sent before and after the event – 500 €;
- Wi-Fi network sponsor – 1000 €;
- Coffee sponsor – 1000 €.

*All prices are in EUR, VAT excluded*
Contact

Wouter Ligtenberg
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